Carnverge

Canvas Scoot Smash!
Fist to 5...

How comfortable are you with Canvas?

Fist - I’ve never used Canvas!

3 - I’ve used Canvas, but want to learn more!

5 - I’m a Canvas expert!
Use this URL to join the Canvas Scoot Smash Course as a student:

https://tinyurl.com/y3z22ug2
Task Card 1

Sea turtles face many dangers, especially from humans. People take over turtles’ habitats by building hotels and houses on the beach. Some people also bother nests when they are playing on the beaches. This makes it difficult for mother turtles to find safe places to dig nests and lay their eggs in the sand. In some areas of the world sea turtles are hunted by people. Their eggs are eaten for food. Their shells are used to make jewelry and even guitars. Some suntan lotions are made with turtle oil.
THANK YOU FOR COMING TO THE SHOW!
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